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About This Game

A yuri/ecchi/comedy visual novel, following the misadventures of an airheaded succubus spy in a perilous elven forest.

Story

Lucy, a greenhorn succubus spy, arrives in the elven forest... and soon realizes she has no idea why. What was her mission,
actually?! The only thing that's clear – her superior, Priestess Tiamat, will be really mad if she'll get back empty-handed! Lucy
has to figure something out real quick, or she'll never know how her mistresses' panties look like. And she'll probably be fed to

the sinister astral squids...

Find your way around and get along with the forest dwellers using Lucy's well-developed personality and exceptional internal
qualities.

Do the impossible, touch the untouchable and have fun, of course!

Key Features

Length: 3-5 hours

Dynamic action scenes with various outcomes.
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Multiple small gameplay elements to brighten your mood.

Shape your experience! Gameplay elements are adjustable, you are free to skip or turn off things you don't like.

Partial sprite and background animations (all in the right places).

2 secret characters to discover.

Yes, there will be cards, and yes, there will be achievements.

A bunch of cute, funny and spicy moments for you to enjoy!

Characters

Lucy
An energetic succubus protagonist. She's a spy of the Legion of Darkness, and her current dream is to discover what her high-
ranked mistresses' panties look like. Despite being a demon, Lucy is actually a kind and credulous person that constantly gets

herself into strangest situations.

...Oh, and she's also extremely irresponsible. And lazy. And naughty. It's only natural for a demon to be impish, right?

Tiamat
A powerful demon priestess, wielding unrivaled magical power, Tiamat is in command of Lucy’s regiment within the Legion.

Behind her cold and aloof facade, she’s a ruthless and manipulative leader, well-versed in the minutiae of demonic power
struggle.

Ellie
A young and shy elf girl, fulfilling her dream to join the Forest Guardians – a caste of elite warriors. Being romantic, kind and

peaceful person at heart, she’s still willing to fight for her homeland.

Thea
An accomplished Forest Guardian and a veteran of countless conflicts, a fierce protector of the elven realms. Her staunch

determination is only rivaled by her pedantry and strict adherence to rules and traditions of her people.

+2 More Secret Characters!
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Not enjoyable. Wow! What a game! A friend and I played this game together, and man this was fun! The puzzles can be
challenging, and you need to make sure that you read EVERYTHING! If you have the right partner in this game, it will be
amazing. This was fun, exciting, and at times a little scary! Worth every penny, and hoping that this company makes another
game like it soon! Will be keeping my eyes open for the next one!. If you played this before when you were a kid, get it. I grew
up on this game and I highly recommend it for Nostalgic purposes.. My first impression of this game was one that wasn\u2019t
fair to the developer and the game itself. I had issues in the beginning and only after speaking with the developer and actually
playing the game did I realize that this game is SUPER FUN and I recommend getting it!! It has AMAZING potential and I
hope to see this game BOOM!!!

I appreciate the developer getting back to me on this issue. Much respect there it shows true dedication. Also I have to say that
after I tried playing the game again it worked fine. The game is early access so it comes with the usual things that are pretty
normal, for example: the game runs pretty smooth but something I'd like is the option to invert the camera, I'm a strange one and
I can't play without inverting the Y axis. I can't wait to see what the new models for the characters look like and I hope that this
game continues to grow. I love ghosts and I love the concept of this game!!!. Fast paced, brutal and highly addictive.. I'm a huge
fan of the Stormlight Archive, but that was about 5 minutes of play and very frustrating play at that.

It seemed like the bulk of the total 24 minutes I experienced, my "play" was trying to figure out how to punch. I was holding the
button (getting my virtual hands to ball up into fists) and making punching motions fruitlessly through the bodies of virtual
Parshendi for what seemed like forever. (Apparently you have to do a karate chop motion to punch?) I can't recommend this.

The whole thing was pretty janky and as a narrative experience it wouldn't have composed a total page worth of text in a book to
retell.. If you make a small amount of progress through the maps the difficulty of them become rediculous and stupid which
makes it kind of hard to have fun playing. The controls are limited and some of the vehicles you can actually use on different
levels don't really work that well. :(. The only one reason to play watch this is another 100% for your statistics. I tried to enjoy
but everything was too poor.
3\/10
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This game is adorable.. This wasn't too bad. I found it pretty easy once I figured out what the hell to do. There are some obvious
bugs in regard to the hidding feature. I once got stuck in a dog's dish :P. Or at least I thought I was. The 3rd mission I got taken
down by the antagonist after I killed everyone and about to do the dance so it restarted the mission. It still counted, which is
weird.

All in all, it was easy after getting past the initial hurdle. My only critique I can think of is that the final confrontation at the end
was too easy. Just stab the guy, step away from the bombs and stab him before he leaves. Pretty easy.. just explore (isyana
sarasvati album). Rage-inducing but fun little game! It's a short play but worth it!. WW2 Insurgency. Incredible.

Interstellar Rift Dev Stream #21 -- Today 22:00 CEST (20:00 UTC):
We will be streaming some Interstellar Rift tonight at 22:00 CEST (20:00 UTC) in Dev Stream #21 at 
https://www.twitch.tv/splitpolygon

We'll be playing the new small missile launchers, EMP devices and talk about new things added in the past week, and upcoming
features.

Join us if you would like to see us play, ask a question or would just like to hang out with us :)

- Hurles. V0.9.1 Patch: Brand new team play mode, add more friends interact functions. :

Dear Players,
How is your virtual life going?
We have received a lot of feedback recently. Thank you very much. We will continue to increase the game experience and
adjust the game based on your feedback.
In this patch we add more friends interact experience and added new team play mode.

Important updates: . Launch, Discord, Linux, Future Updates.:
Hey, the lead dev and the guy in charge of keeping the game going here.

I hope that everyone who bought/received DK is having fun and not regretting their purchase/download. It's still surreal that I
have released a full game on Steam. I want to thank anyone that supported us and the game, I'll probably provide all current
owners the next few OKSoft games for free.

I've made and pushed out a Linux port, which should be in working order.

There's also a discord I set up for the game (https://discord.gg/fZUu4Hm), which will later be updated as we(or I) make more
games and updates to DK. Please join, we're nice peeps.

So all of these good news have to come with some bad. As much as I would love to constantly work on PC games, it's college
application season for me and I'm now the only one actively looking after DK, a feature complete product.
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I'll be making any updates that are necessary for DK and working on some side projects. However, big content updates and
other games approaching the sheer scale of DK currently just won't be a thing as I can't spare the time for it.. Fixing update +
Easy Red 2 News:
Hello from Corvostudio.

We are starting releasing a new series of fixes for Easy Red.

From this build the game should be much more stable.

Anyway you can test the beta version on game properties on steam library.

Also we are starting working on Easy Red 2.

I'm not sure about when the work will start, but I hope by the end of April.

Easy Red 2 will bring many news such as:

 Every graphical improvements that A Front Too Far had. (Look here:) 
https://store.steampowered.com/app/958320/A_Front_Too_Far_Normandy/

A new map with new missions.

Many new models and weapons. Most of the models will be replaced.

Totally new and fresh animations.

Totally new FX and sounds.

Huge optimizations.

I'm not sure yet where the game will placed.
I was wondering about Battle of the bulge (but snow could be boring after some times) or Operation Market Garden.
I was also considering WW1.

Please leave suggestions about this in this thread.

Thank you

Marco.. Pigeon close encounter!:
Now you can get up close and personal with pigeons in Bum Simulator!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EPNqxeUlTg
New skill videos coming soon!

To stay up to date simply follow us on:
Twitter (https://twitter.com/RaggedGames)
Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/RaggedGames/). Up Close and Personal with Asura!:
In the coming weeks we’d like to immerse you as much as we can in what to expect on our Steam release. Therefore we’re
bringing you up close and personal with this excellent 360 of Asura and his replicants of DOOM!

Now tell me, in the shroud of darkness, do you still have the heart of a Hero!?
---
We’ve 2 links to meet all of your VR needs. Be sure to check it out in a HMD for the full experience!
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Be sure to hit us with a follow while you're on our Facebook[www.facebook.com]!
For ease of use with phones and HMD’s, check it out via Kuula![kuula.co]
. Lunar missions and more coming soon!:
I am working on 3 new achievements for doing well on the quizzes, and they should be out in the next update! You can look and
see what they are now. You can also try to ace all the quizzes ahead of time, and the achievements unlock once I release them
and you re-take and ace one of the quizzes. You can make the honor roll by getting A's and B's, Dean's list by getting all A's, or
even the Valedictorian for getting all A+'s.

I have been hard at work adding new missions to the Moon and Earth. In the next update, there will be targeting missions and
races on both worlds, as well as a bit of new furniture. I have discovered it is quite funny and fun to throw stuff on different
worlds and see how differently gravity really impacts the result. Things behave much differently on the Moon, with its low
gravity. This gives you a feel for how objects might really behave on different planets!
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